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Headquarters - main building
From the north:

A6 from Frankenthal

Truck entrance

From the motorway intersection Frankenthal take the A6 towards Frankfurt. Exit Mannheim-Sandhofen towards Mannheim
City (“Stadtmitte”). Follow Frankenthaler Str. (B44), bear left
into Waldhofstr. Turn left after about 6 km into Carl-Benz-Str.
The visitors’ car park is located directly at the main building.

Trucks should not enter the residential area of CarlBenz-Str. Instead, please turn left from Waldhofstr. into
Maybachstr. before. At the end turn right into Max-JosefStr. The truck entrance is located 200 m down the street
on the right side, next to “Kaufland”.

A67 from Frankfurt
From Frankfurt via the A67 drive towards Karlsruhe/Basel and
continue past the interchange “Viernheimer Dreieck”. Take the
next exit at the motorway intersection “Autobahnkreuz Viernheim” onto the B38 towards Mannheim City (“Stadtmitte”).
After the 6th traffic light bear to the right (signposted “Leistungszentrum Eissport”) into Carl-Benz-Str. The visitors’ car park
can be found after about 1.5 km on the right directly at the main
building.

Trucks should not enter the residential area of Carl-BenzStr. Instead, follow the B38 for another 600 m and turn
right into Käfertaler Str. After about 1 km bear to the
right into Waldhofstr. Turn right into Maybachstr. after
another 850 m. At the end turn right into Max-Josef-Str.
The truck entrance is located 200m down the street on
the right side, next to “Kaufland”.

From the south / east:

A5 from Heidelberg-Karlsruhe
From Karlsruhe drive on the A5 towards Frankfurt. At the
motorway intersection Walldorf take the A6. Take the next exit
at the motorway intersection “Autobahnkreuz Viernheim” onto
the B38 towards Mannheim City. After the 6th traffic light take a
half-right (signposted “Leistungszentrum Eissport”) into CarlBenz-Str. The visitors’ car park can be found after about 1.5 km
on the right directly at the main building.

Trucks should not enter the residential area of Carl-BenzStr. Instead, follow the B38 for another 600 m, and turn
right into Käfertaler Str. After about 1 km bear to the
right into Waldhofstr. Turn right into Maybachstr. after
another 850 m. At the end turn right into Max-Josef-Str.
The truck entrance is located 200 m down the street on
the right side, next to “Kaufland”.

From the west:

A650 from motorway intersection
“Autobahnkreuz Ludwigshafen”
Take the exit B44 towards Mannheim. Turn left after 950 m and
continue in the direction “Luisenring”. Take the exit left after 2.3
km onto Luisenring (B44, towards Frankfurt). Take the bridge
“Kurpfalz-Brücke” (towards Weinheim). Continue towards
“Neuer Messplatz” and turn left into Waldhofstr. Turn right into
Carl-Benz-Str. after about 400 m. The visitors’ car park is located

Trucks should not enter the residential area of Carl-BenzStr. Instead, follow the Waldhoftstr. up to the next street
and turn right into Maybachstr. At the end turn right into
Max-Josef-Str. The truck entrance is located 200 m down
the street on the right side, next to “Kaufland”.

Via Train from Mannheim main station
Please take tram line 3 in the direction of “Sandhofen” or line 1 in the direction of “Schönau”, exit “Carl-Benz-Str.”

Via Taxi from Mannheim main station
There is a taxi stand directly in front of the main station.

From Frankfurt International Airport
There is a direct high-speed connection from the airports long distance-train station to Mannheim station.
The ICE will take about half an hour.

